
NOTE: Diesel exhaust fluid (DEF) creeps, caus-
ing white crystals to form around the line fittings.
The presence of crystals does not mean the
system has a leak. Replacing fittings or compo-
nents is not necessary unless there is a system
failure or a fault code.

Replacement
IMPORTANT: Discard contaminated DEF or
coolant in accordance with EPA regulations.

1. Shut down the engine, apply the parking brake,
and chock the tires.

IMPORTANT: Wait at least five minutes after
shutting down the engine to disconnect the bat-
tery ground cable. Disconnecting the battery
ground cable too soon will prevent purging of
the DEF lines after the engine is shut down.

2. Disconnect the batteries.

3. Place drain pans underneath the DEF pump and
the DEF metering unit to catch any draining DEF.

4. Disconnect the DEF line heater wiring harnesses
from the DEF lines at the tank, pump, and meter-
ing unit.

NOTICE
To disconnect a DEF line, push the line coupling
in towards the male connector to move the hold-
ing clip to the unlocked position, then compress
the prongs of the holding clip and pull the line
off of the male connector. Failure to properly re-
move a DEF line can result in damage to a line
coupling or DEF fitting.

5. Disconnect the DEF lines between the DEF
pump and the tank. See Fig. 1 .

6. Disconnect the DEF lines between the pump and
the metering unit.

7. Discard the lines.

8. Ensure the new DEF lines are undamaged and
free of dirt or debris.

9. Remove any white DEF crystals from the DEF
ports on the tank, pump, and metering unit.

IMPORTANT: To connect a DEF line, push the
line coupling onto the DEF port male connector,

then pull back gently on the coupling to engage
the holding clip in the locked position.

10. Install new DEF lines between the DEF pump
and the tank.

11. Install new DEF lines between the DEF pump
and the metering unit.

12. Connect the DEF line heater wiring harnesses to
the DEF lines at the tank, pump, and metering
unit.

13. Connect the batteries.
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1. Wiring Harness
2. Coolant Supply Line
3. DEF Return Line

4. DEF Supply Line
5. Coolant Return Line

Fig. 1, DEF Pump Line Connections
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